Shri S. B. Singh

Shri S. B. Singh is posted at MC Raipur and his services are utilized in various sections as per requirements. He is able to perform duties in RS/RW, in Surface Unit and even able to prepare/ transmit Synop messages using PC’s, whenever needed. He is performing his duties with desired efficiency. Performs excellent quality of work as MTS. He has developed good technical knowledge and competencies to use the available infrastructures at MC/AMS during the need of hours. He showed his utmost devotion in performing his duties even beyond normal office hours. Official is very useful in various office activities including the maintenance of office equipment under emergency. The official is also extending his technical skills without any extra benefits, during the AWS/ARG maintenance tours in the state. His skills of maintenance of all types of met equipment is an asset to this office. He is prompt in discharging his duties and attends even AMS duties during VIP and VVIP programmes with extra care and efficiency. He has completed modular training with distinction. His work and contributions are well appreciated in the department.